Caching

Conundrum
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Across
1. Snap a photo remotely on this old cache type
3. Meet your fellow cachers at this type of "hide"
5. Meet hundreds of your fellow cachers at this type of "hide"
9. Company that runs geocaching.com
11. A "hybrid" type of cache listing, often with stamps inside the container
12. Meet the requirements of this subset of caches or your log will be deleted
Down
1. Load the special cartridge to finish this type of cache
2. More than one waypoint on this type of cache
4. Often in dogtag form, this thing travels from cache to cache
6. The ghostly cache type
7. The most boring type of cache
8. Puzzles, challenges, or anything else that doesn't fit other types of caches
10. A virtualstyle cache that teaches lessons

Across
1. Hoodwink
5. Failed to cross the watery divide one attempted to leap
13. Type of stick
14. Separately priced
15. Best Holdem starter
16. Domains of certain noblemen
17. Curve
19. Make another crescent?
20. Chow down!
21. Beck, Danzig, or Miller
23. Paternity test stuff
24. The name of letter 12
25. Antimony on the Periodic Table
26. Radio feature
27. Organized
31. x2 + y2 = r2
33. White hat wearer
34. Simile guts, at times
36. Next or near to
37. American multinational insurance corporation
38. Characterencoding scheme
40. Cry loudly
43. Actress Sophia
45. London footballer club
47. Job done not as a favor
49. Org. with a big mission
50. Refinement
51. Colorful body part
52. Officiated
53. It precedes “iny” or “roy”

Down
1. The final frontier
2. Chocolate powder
3. Bond, for one
4. The lion’s share
5. Capital of Afghanistan
6. Plays music loudly
7. Domestic deity in ancient Rome or a type of gibbon
8. Gold for squirrels
9. Playing with a full deck of cards
10. Of or describing the threesome
11. Unbegotten
12. Prepare today’s catch for the meal?
18. Eye amorously
22. Peacock network
24. A type of investment fund, for short
26. Like some humor
27. Grab lastminute tickets from one
28. Beer made in Columbus?
29. A second dose of suffering?
30. German neuter article
32. Nile wader
35. Rare
38. First name of assassinated Egyptian President
39. Annoyed
40. Type of drum
41. British band from the 90s
42. Without K, to immerse oneself in water while trying to
jump a stream, river, or other liquid body
44. Verge
46. Camelot lady
48. The loneliest number

